Abstract. The use of finite-difference methods is considered for solving a singular perturbation problem for a linear ordinary differential equation with an interior turning point. Computational results demonstrate that such problems can lead to very ill-conditioned matrix equations.
Introduction.
Greenspan [8] has treated the following form of the steadystate Navier-Stokes equations:
sAxx + lA»» = -w in G, In this case, we can extend the solution functions \p(x, y) and w(x, y) across the line x = y by skew symmetry. Thus we let T = {(x, y) \ 0 < x < y < 1}, and we consider the problem Dorr and Parter [5] , [6] have considered the following one-dimensional analog of Eq. (1): «"(,) = -v(f) (o < t < 1), (2) ev"(t) + u'(t)v'(t) =0 (0 < We remark that u'(t, t) has exactly one interior zero for « > 0, so that Eq. (2) represents a singular perturbation problem with an interior turning point. The procedure used by Greenspan to generate approximate solutions to Eq. (1) is to define a uniform grid of mesh points on T with mesh width h > 0. He replaces the differential equations by finite-difference equations, and examines the behavior of these discrete solutions as R -» + =° with h > 0 held fixed. The corresponding finitedifference results for the one-dimensional model, Eq. (2) , are given in [3] , [4] .
In this paper, we examine in detail the linear problem (3) ew"(t) + (| -t)w\t) = 0 (0 < t < 1),
The asymptotic behavior of w(t, e) is the same as that of v(t, e), lim w(t, e) = i(po +vx) (0 < t < 1). e/'(0 -(| -0/(0 =0 (0 < t < 1),
and then
The analysis of the finite-difference equation can also be applied to this problem. However, the corresponding matrix equation is not ill-conditioned, and we will not consider this particular problem further. Some related computational results are given in [4] . There are two primary reasons for treating the simple linear example, Eq. (3). First, this choice greatly simplifies the presentation of the methods developed in [4] to determine the asymptotic behavior of the solutions to the nonlinear difference equations corresponding to Eq. (2). Second, we want to give some detailed com-putational results in this paper, and it is easier to discuss these results for the linear problem. Similar computations for the nonlinear problem are discussed in [3] , and the same type of ill-conditioned behavior is apparent there.
It should be noted that we cannot obtain the precise behavior of the solution to Eq. (3) in the "boundary layers" near r = 0 and t = 1 by fixing h > 0 and letting « -> 0. There are a number of other methods that can be used to determine the behavior in these boundary layers. For example, Pearson [11] , [12] allows the position and number of mesh points to vary as e -> 0, and Murphy [9] considers initial-value problems with h = e" for a fixed a > 1. We also mention the related work of Price and Varga [14] on the use of variational methods for problems with boundary layer behavior.
In Section 2 we introduce the notation and some preliminary results that will be used in the remainder of the paper. The asymptotic behavior of solutions to difference equations is treated in Section 3. Computational results for the linear problem are discussed in Section 4, and in Section 5 we give some special methods that can be used to successfully solve this particular problem.
2. Notation and Preliminary Results. We introduce a mesh size h = l/(N + 1) (where N is a positive integer), and mesh points x¡ = jh. Define the following difference operators:
If W(i) is a smooth function and g(t) is bounded, it is well known that Wx(t) = (ii) c, =¿ 0 (11/lzV).
Lei A, = IJi.i (ak/ck), and assume that (1 + Zf-i A,-) 5^ 0.
77zezz there is a unique solution to the boundary-value problem given in Eq. (5). V it = 0 for 1 á y á jtV, r/z«? solution is given by
(1 g y g AO.
Proof. Let ^4 = [cz, è,-c,] be the tridiagonal matrix corresponding to the operator Lh. Equation (7) can be used to exhibit a solution to the equation AW = ew, and the result then follows from Lemma 1.
Remarks, (i) Under the conditions given in Eq. (6) , it can be shown that
so that the proof of the nonsingularity of A is immediate. However, we have stated the lemmas in this form because we need the representation in Eq. (7) later in the paper, and also because Lemma 1 is interesting in its own right. We also note that Eq. (8) can be used to show that the representation in Eq. (7) is actually Cramer's rule for the matrix A.
(ii) A result similar to Lemma 2 holds if we assume that a¡ ^ 0 (1 £ j £ N)
in Eq. (6), and also that (1 + Zf-i ?<) ^ 0 where I\ = II?-. (cjak) (cf. [4, Lemma 3]).
3. Asymptotic Behavior of Solutions to Difference Equations. We now consider the linear boundary-value problem given in Eq. (3). The first difference equation treated is
We examine the asymptotic behavior of W(x¡, e) as e -> 0+ with h > 0 held fixed. Theorem 1. For each e > 0 there is a unique solution W(x¡, e) to Eq. (9), and lim Wix,-, e) = i(z>o + vx) (1 ¿ S á JV).
í-*0 +
The proof follows easily from Lemma 2. Note that the asymptotic behavior of W(Xj, e) is the same as that of w(t, e). If Lh is the difference operator given by
then Lh is an operator of positive type (cf. [4] ). This fact immediately implies that Eq. (9) has a unique solution, and in fact W(x¡, t) is a monotone increasing function of Xj for each fixed e > 0. Since w(t, e) also has this property, we see that W(xt, ¿) does indeed provide a qualitatively satisfactory approximation to w(t, e).
As we remarked earlier, the difference operator dW(t)/dx is a first-order approximation to W'(t) (i.e., dW(t)/dx = W'(i) + 0(h)), while Wx(t) is a second-order approximation to W'(t) (i.e., W£i) = W'(i) + 0(h2)). The next result shows that one should not always use a "more accurate" approximation to a differential operator. Rather, the choice of a difference operator must depend on the problem under consideration.
Theorem 2. Consider the difference equation The proof of the theorem again follows from Lemma 2. Observe that for small values of e the solution W(xu e) to the centered difference equation, Eq. (10), is not monotone in x¡. It is possible to define a second-order approximation to W'(t) so that the solution to the corresponding difference equation is monotone (e.g., see [13, Section 3] ). However, this approximation yields a four-point difference operator, and the techniques used in this section cannot be used to determine the asymptotic behavior of the solution to the difference equation.
4. Computational Results. We now consider the computational aspects of solving the difference equations. As we have seen in Section 3, it is essential to use the difference dW/dx if we want to let e -» 0+ with A > 0 held fixed. We therefore consider the particular problem tWMd + <* -**) ^jj^ = 0 (i ú y ú m,
This is equivalent to the matrix equation c, ^ -e/h2 < 0 (1 g y g JV).
We first list some relevant properties of the tridiagonal matrix A: Because of these properties, it would seem to be a relatively easy matter to solve the equation AW = Y. In Table I we summarize some computational results for this problem with /V = 100 and four values of e. Although only the 50th component of W(Xj, e) is given, the behavior is typical of the form of the solution. The methods of solution used are:
(1) Double-precision Gaussian elimination with no interchanges, in the form ** Failed to converge in 10,000 iterations. *** Method failed due to either overflow or underflow in arithmetic operations.
(7) A method that symmetrizes A, and then uses Cholesky decomposition. (8) Gauss-Seidel iteration with initial guess W¡0) = 1. The criterion for convergence is that the maximum relative difference between successive iterates be less than 10"12.
We remark that all of the computations discussed in this paper were performed on a CDC 6600 computer.
A number of comments should be made about these numerical results: (i) For e = 0.01, the rate of convergence of the Gauss-Seidel method is very slow, which means that pGS is very close to 1. For e = 0.001, pGS has increased, and yet the rate of convergence appears to be much faster. In addition, for e = 0.001 the application of Gauss-Seidel before the step of iterative refinement "converges" to the incorrect solution W(x¡, e) = 1. The explanation behind this apparent contradiction is that the correction in each iteration of Gauss-Seidel is so small that the method appears to have converged, even though this is not the case. The significance of this example is to again demonstrate the well-known fact that one cannot always determine whether an iterative method has converged by simply looking at the difference between successive iterates.
(ii) For e = 0.003, note that all of the methods (except (6)) give answers that look quite reasonable, but which are nevertheless incorrect. Also note that these erroneous solutions yield very small residuals.
(iii) For e = 0.001, all of the single-precision methods show a marked degree of numerical instability. We remark that the double-precision method (1) also fails for e small enough, as the result for e = 10"10 demonstrates.
These results indicate that the matrix A(e) is becoming very ill-conditioned even for values of e that are not very small (e.g., e = 0. The single-precision word on the CDC 6600 computer corresponds to 14 or 15 decimal digits, which explains why we are having computational instability in the neighborhood of e = 0.003.
It is interesting to note that preconditioning [7, pp. 9-10] does not significantly help in this problem. For e = 0.003 and N = 100, the eigenvalues of the precon- Thus the rate of convergence is extremely slow. The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is positive, so it cannot be orthogonal to the initial error (which is e<0) = W, -W]0) S 2 -1 > 0).
In Table II so that the difference matrix is becoming ill-conditioned as e -> 0. For small values of e, we therefore cannot hope to use these simple direct methods, and we will discuss some special techniques for this problem in the next section.
It is interesting to note that we can actually find the rate at which X^e) is converging to 0. Following a suggestion of Professor Ben Noble [10] , we write do Ef= Zu-1)«. 5. Special Methods. We now discuss three special methods that can be applied to solving Eq. (9) . Two of these techniques can also be applied to more general problems (for example, when the turning point is at t = a £ (0,1) instead of at r = £). However, we will not pursue such generalizations in this paper.
Method 1. For a given e > 0, we define a sequence tx > e2 > • • • > ek = e. We choose ex so that W(x" ex) can be computed by a stable direct method, and then we solve for W(xf, €i+1) by Gauss-Seidel iteration with initial guess W(x¡, e,). This method has proved to be satisfactory, although it is quite slow. The primary disadvantage is that, in general, one wouldjiave difficulty in choosing parameters U (1 á i á k -1) that would ensure that this method of computation is stable.
Method 2. We can solve the system directly from the representation given in Eq. (1 á * g M)
A(i -a) (M + 1 ^ A: ^ TV), it is easy to calculate A< in this form. It is clear that this procedure can be adapted to the case of odd TV, and also to problems of this form in which the turning point is not at t = \. Method 3. In this particular problem, we can use the symmetry relations discussed above to find that: If N is odd and M = (N + l)/2, it follows that W(xM) = Ku0 + i\). Thus Eq. (9) is equivalent to the smaller problem The matrix corresponding to this system is not ill-conditioned and, since we have reduced the dimension of the linear system by a factor of \, the method is also very fast. However, it cannot be applied directly to the case of even N, and clearly does not generalize to nonsymmetric problems.
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